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Wire Shelf and Bracket Cover
Snap in wire shelf, baskets and bracket cover  

Install the wire shelves from shortest to longest, regardless of 
their location in the space.  

Wire shelves have a top and a bottom. The middle support 
wire(s) is connected to the bottom of the shelf. 

Install gliding components and hanging drawers before install-
ing wire shelves.

TIP

Install the wire shelves
Place the shelf wires over bracket click in notches. 
Install the shelf with end wires inside the brackets. 
Lock the shelf into place by pressing down on the middle 
of the shelf and pushing toward the wall. 

To REPOSITION a wire shelf after it’s been attached 
to the brackets: Hold by the brackets, and lift the front 
of the shelf toward the ceiling and outward to release 
the entire unit from the hang standards. (Works on all 
shelves except 20”/494 mm depth.) 

To REMOVE a wire shelf from a bracket while on the 
hang standards: Hold the hang standard steady with one 
hand. Place the other hand at the back of the shelf. Pull 
up and forward to release.

. 
Install wire shelf baskets (not shown)
With the double wire front lip of the wire shelf 
basket facing forward, place the wire shelf basket 
wires over the bracket click in notches. 

Install the wire shelf basket with the end wires 
inside the bracket. 

Lock the wire shelf basket into place by pressing 
down on the middle of the wire shelf basket and 
pushing toward the wall. 

Insert wire shelf basket dividers where desired, if 
applicable. 

Bracket cover installation
Left and right bracket covers are not interchangeable. 

Place the outer edge of the bracket cover over the 
outer edge of the bracket click in. 

Push down from the back to the front to snap the 
bracket cover in place. 
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